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Abstract. We directly compared recognition for faces following 08 ^ 758 viewpoint rotation about
the yaw, pitch, and roll axes. The aim was to determine the extent to which configural and
featural information supported face recognition following rotations about each of these axes.
Experiment 1 showed that performance on a sequential-matching task was viewpoint-dependent
for all three types of rotation. The best face-recognition accuracy and shortest reaction time
was found for roll rotations, then for yaw rotations, and finally the worst accuracy and slowest
reaction time was found for pitch rotations. Directional differences in recognition were found
for pitch rotations, but not for roll or yaw. Experiment 2 provided evidence that, in all three
cases, viewpoint-dependent declines in recognition were primarily driven by the loss of configural
information. However, it also appeared that significant featural information was lost following
yaw and pitch (but not roll) rotations. Together, these findings show that unfamiliar-face recognition is viewpoint-dependent following rotation about each axis (and in each direction), and that
performance is based on the availability of configural and, to a lesser extent, featural information.

1 Introduction
Many biological and social aspects of human life rely on the correct recognition and
identification of faces. Generally, humans are excellent at identifying others by face
and are considered experts in face recognition (see Hancock et al 2000). Naturally, this
expertise is applied more successfully to familiar faces than unfamiliar faces (ie faces
that may have been seen previously but are not well-knownöBruce et al 2001; Hancock
et al 2000; Liu and Chaudhuri 2000; Schwaninger et al 2002). The task of face recognition
can be made more difficult by the number of different image changes that faces may
undergo. For example, changes in size, lighting, or the observer's position/orientation
relative to the face (viewpoint) can dramatically influence the ability to make a recognition judgment. In the case of unfamiliar faces, two different faces viewed front-on can
actually appear more similar than the same face viewed from two different viewpoints.
Thus, recognition of unfamiliar faces is typically viewpoint-dependent (Hill and Bruce
1996; Hill et al 1997; Jeffery et al 2006; Lee et al 2006; Liu and Chaudhuri 2002;
Newell et al 1999; O'Toole et al 1998, 1999; Troje and Bu«lthoff 1996).
Viewpoint effects on face recognition have predominantly been examined by using
yaw rotations (about the vertical axis) and roll rotations (about the picture plane).
Only recently have studies started to examine viewpoint effects for faces following pitch
rotation (about the horizontal axis) (Favelle et al 2007; Liu et al 2005; Wallraven
et al 2002). This research has shown that there are marked differences in recognition
performance following rotations about the pitch and yaw axes. More specifically, and
perhaps not surprisingly, face recognition is relatively more difficult in pitch rotations
than rotations in yaw. Figure 1a shows images of faces following camera rotation about
each of the three axes: yaw, pitch, and roll. Note that in the current study we will refer
to our viewpoint changes as `camera rotations'. This was because our yaw-rotated and
pitch-rotated face images were produced by moving a camera (along either a horizontally or vertically oriented semicircular track) relative to the stationary heads of each
of our human models (see figure 1b), as opposed to having these models move/rotate
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Figure 1. [In colour online, see http://dx.doi.org/10.1068/p6878] (a) Examples of the stimuli generated
following camera rotation about the three different axes: yaw, pitch, and roll, shown for both left
and right, and up and down directions. A full-face view (08) is included for each axis as a frame
of reference. Examples of each direction on each axis refer to rotation to a viewpoint of 758.
(b) A schematic of the camera setup for image capture. Note that during pitch and yaw rotations,
both the camera's position in space and its orientation changed with respect to the head. However,
in the case of roll rotation, only camera orientation changed (its physical position relative to the head
remained the same as the roll increased).

their heads relative to the stationary camera. This distinction is important because it
means that, as in the real-world, lighting was always from above the face (even in the
case of roll rotations). Also, it means that the terms `pitch-up' and `pitch-down' refer
to the camera moving up or down the track and not where the face appears to be
looking.(1)
Favelle et al (2007) investigated face recognition following yaw and pitch viewpoint
rotations using both a sequential matching and an old/new recognition task in separate
experiments. A wide range of orientations was investigated, including 08 ^ 908 for yaw
(1) The labeling of the pitch-up and pitch-down conditions in Favelle et al (2007) mistakenly refers
to head rotation and not viewpoint rotation, ie the opposite of the current paper. The pitch-rotated
face stimuli are identical in these two papers.
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(leftwards yaw), 08 ^ 908 for pitch-down, and 08 ^ 758 for pitch-up.(2) Increments of 158
were used, providing a total of 18 different viewpoints for each face. While results
obtained with these two tasks showed that face recognition was viewpoint-dependent
following both pitch and yaw camera rotations, significant axis- and direction-based
effects were observed. Specifically face recognition was found to tolerate yaw camera
rotations better than pitch-down camera rotations, which in turn were better tolerated
than pitch-up camera rotations.
While the viewpoint-dependent recognition of unfamiliar faces is well documented,
less attention has been directed toward identifying the specific information required to
support face recognition across rotations. What is the nature of the critical information
contained in a view? Previous studies investigating rotations in depth have shown that
viewpoint-dependent face recognition appears to be modulated by the availability of
shape and texture cues (Troje and Bu«lthoff 1996), the eyes (Stephan and Caine 2007),
colour (Hill et al 1997), and distinctive marks (Valentin et al 1999). However, whether
these findings extend to rotations about different axes, and whether there is critical
information that is required to support face recognition across these types of viewpoint
changes, remains largely unexplored.
One possible explanation of the differential effects of axis on viewpoint-dependence
is that yaw- and pitch-rotated views of faces contain different amounts or types of the
visual information needed to successfully recognise the face. View-interpolation models
of object/face recognition (eg Bu«lthoff and Edelman 1992; Poggio and Edelman 1990)
propose that generalisation between views is based on the perceptual similarity of
different views or exemplars rather than a transformational process. In principle, this
similarity can be defined in a number of ways, ranging from low-level measures (such
as the number of pixels corresponding to the visual image of the face) to higher-level
characteristics (such as 3-D shape, shadows and lighting, facial features or configuration of features). For example, Favelle et al's (2007) finding of superior face recognition
performance following pitch-down camera rotations could simply have been due to these
conditions having a greater number of face pixels available than the equivalent pitch-up
camera conditions (which can be seen in figure 2, particularly for the 758 pitch rotations).
Similarly, there were also more face pixels available following yaw camera rotations than
following pitch camera rotations, which could have better supported comparisons to
full-face views (of course, recognition in the case of yaw rotation could also have been
enhanced by the bilateral similarity of the face or use of virtual viewsöeg Troje and
Bu«lthoff 1998).
However, similarity can also be measured in terms of higher-level information specific
to faces such as features and their configuration. Featural information includes parts of
the face defined by relatively clear boundaries in the image, such as the nose, eyes, and
mouth, or distinctive marks. Configural information is derived from a holistic representation of the face, and includes detailed information about the spatial relationships and
distances between features, such as the horizontal distance between the eyes or the vertical distance between mouth and nose (Diamond and Carey 1986; Maurer et al 2002;
Rakover 2002; Tanaka and Farah 1993). While both featural and configural information is necessary for accurate face recognition (Cabeza and Kato 2000; Collishaw and
Hole 2000, 2002), configural processing has been demonstrated to be critical for face
recognition, with empirical evidence coming from a number of different paradigms
including the face-inversion effect (Robbins and McKone 2007; Valentine 1988; Yin
1969), the part ^ whole effect (Donnelly and Davidoff 1999; Gauthier and Tarr 1997;
Tanaka and Farah 1993), and the composite effect (Gauthier and Tarr 1997; Robbins
and McKone 2007; Young et al 1987).
(2) Pitch-down

camera rotations went only to 758, as it was physically impossible to capture images
of the faces further than this with a digital camera.
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Figure 2. [In colour online.] An example of the full set of stimuli created for each axis; yaw (top
row), pitch (centre row), and roll (bottom row) at each viewpoint for both left/down (indicated
by a negative sign) and right/up (indicated by a positive sign) directions. Note: The full-face (08)
is shown three times only as a point of reference for each row, in the task only one 08 view is created
for each face.

The broad aim of this paper is to determine whether there is critical information
required to support face recognition after camera rotations about all three axes. Featural
and configural information are excellent contenders given the widely acknowledged key
role they play in face recognition. McKone (2008) directly tested configural processing
with yaw rotated views (front, three-quarter, and profile) using composite and peripheral
inversion tasks. Her results showed that, while inversion affected configural processing,
depth (yaw) rotation did not. She concluded that configural processing appears to be
independent of view and, importantly, unaffected by natural view frequency or loss of
`best' local parts (ie the eyesöStephan and Caine 2007). This may well explain the
Favelle et al (2007) finding that face recognition is better after yaw than after pitch rotations, but whether this is because configural processing is affected by pitch rotations is
unknown.
Faces are 3-D objects experienced in a 3-D world. To our knowledge, the current
study is the first to investigate face recognition following camera rotations about all
three-dimensional axes (ie following yaw, pitch, or roll rotations). Favelle et al (2007)
recently compared the effects of yaw (08 ^ 908) and pitch (08 ^ 758), but not roll, camera
rotations. Previous face-recognition studies examining roll rotations have been primarily focused on the `face inversion effect' (ie faces rotated 08 or 1808 about roll) and
have sought to provide evidence for a face-specific processor (see Valentine 1988) or
coding strategy (Barton et al 2001; Collishaw and Hole 2000; Freire et al 2000; Leder
and Bruce 2000; Murray et al 2000; Yin 1969). However, there have been a few studies
of the effects of incremental changes in roll rotation (between 08 and 1808). For example, Valentine and Bruce (1988) had subjects perform a sequential-matching task using
unfamiliar faces seen across five different angles of roll rotation (08, 458, 908, 1358,
and 1808). They found that task difficulty increased in a linear fashion with the degree
of roll rotation, and concluded that there was no qualitative difference between the
processing of upright and roll-rotated faces. In contrast, Murray et al (2000) found a
discontinuity in the function relating orientation and bizarreness ratings of normal,
Thatcherised, and featurally distorted faces (which were rotated in 308 increments in
roll from 08 to 1808). They argued that spatial-relational information is disproportionately impaired by inversion, and that this discontinuity occurs at around 908 ^ 1208.
We used a range of roll camera rotations (up to 758 either side of upright) which,
based on the above-mentioned studies, should be within the range of sensitivity of any
spatial-relational encoding mechanisms in normal face perception. Not only is this range
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more in keeping with our everyday exposure to faces (which may be related to Murray
et al's findings), but it will also allow us to make direct comparisons to the recognition
performance following equivalent pitch and yaw camera rotations.
In experiment 1 we compared face-recognition performance following yaw, pitch,
and roll camera rotations. In principle, rotations about each of the three axes should
place different demands on face-recognition mechanisms (Gauthier et al 2002). As
such, we can gain greater insight into these mechanisms if we can compare them in a
single analysis within a single set of faces. Natural view frequency effects would predict
better performance following yaw and pitch rotations than roll rotations (eg Perrett
et al 1998), since roll-rotated faces are less frequently encountered than either pitch or
yaw-rotated faces (most noticeably with larger angular deviations from the full-face
view). However, in terms of low-level similarity information, the number of pixels
corresponding to the face remains constant across rotations in roll, but not for pitch
or yaw. We might also expect there to be differences in recognition performance based
on higher-level information, such as features, configuration, and top ^ bottom relations.
The same configural and featural information should be available for all degrees of
roll rotation, even though the recovery of this information may be hindered by transformation processes (eg mental rotation). By contrast, both yaw and pitch rotations
will alter the visibility of facial features and consequently the recovery of configural
information is likely to become more challenging.
Top-bottom relations refer to the vertical spatial relationships between features,
eg distance between nose and mouth. While the visibility of all of the facial features is
maintained in roll rotations, top ^ bottom relations between (and sometimes within) those
features become perturbed. Top ^ bottom relations remain intact in yaw rotations, but are
compressed (proportionately) by pitch rotations. Further, experience might also play a role
in any pitch-up versus pitch-down directional differences, since we all have considerable
practice at viewing faces from below (ie pitch-down) during childhood.
As already discussed, not only are there differences in the amount/type of available
featural information following rotation about the three axes, but the use of configural
information is likely to be quite different in the roll axis compared to the pitch and yaw
axes. In experiment 2 we investigated the role of higher-level configural and featural
information in these viewpoint and axis effects by directly manipulating the availability of
these two kinds of information. We used scrambling and blurring techniques on the face
images to further degrade the available configural and featural information following
camera rotations about either the yaw, pitch, or roll axes.
2 Experiment 1
To our knowledge, face recognition has not been directly compared following yaw,
pitch, and roll camera rotations in any previous study. We expected face recognition to
be viewpoint-dependent for camera rotations about each of these axes (Collishaw and
Hole 2002; Favelle et al 2007; Hill and Bruce 1996; Hill et al 1997; Liu and Chaudhuri
2002; Liu et al 2005; O'Toole et al 1999; Schwaninger and Mast 2005; Searcy and
Bartlett 1996; Troje and Bu«lthoff 1996; Valentine and Bruce 1988; Wallraven et al
2002). However, on the basis of the supposition that more `face' information is available following a roll rotation (eg Murray et al 2000) and work with macaque monkeys
showing that face selective neurons are more sensitive to rotations in depth than roll
(Perrett et al 1985), we expect recognition for roll-rotated faces to be superior to that
for yaw-rotated and pitch-rotated faces. As in earlier studies, it is expected that faces
rotated about yaw will be more easily recognised than faces rotated about pitch
(Favelle et al 2007; Wallraven et al 2002). While there is evidence for the lateralisation
of face-recognition processes (see Rhodes 1985), the set of yaw-rotated images used in the
current study was created by mirroring the original (rightwards) yaw-rotated images from
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Favelle et al (2007ösee section 2.1.3 below). Thus, we do not expect there to be any
left/right recognition differences following either yaw or roll rotations. However, recognition performance is expected to be better for pitch-down than for pitch-up camera
rotations.
In the current study we also examined the effect of the viewpoint of the encoding
face on recognition. Previous research suggests that the view depicted in the encoding phase is critical to the outcome of the task (Logie et al 1987; Schyns and Bu«lthoff
1994; Troje and Bu«lthoff 1996). Specifically, yaw-rotated viewpoints elicited superior
performance to full-face (ie 08) views when presented at encoding. Schyns and Bu«lthoff
(1994) and Troje and Bu«lthoff (1996) have argued that a full-face view provides redundant
information that is not easily generalised to alternative viewpoints, particularly in regard
to accessing 3-D information. Many studies, including Favelle et al (2007), have demonstrated viewpoint-dependent performance using full-face views at encoding (Liu et al
1999; Newell et al 1999; Valentin et al 1999; Schwaninger and Mast 2005). Thus, in
the current study, using the same ecologically lit photographic images as in Favelle et al
(2007), we investigated whether viewpoint-dependent effects rely on whether or not the
encoding face is shown at 08.
2.1 Method
2.1.1 Design. The design was a mixed factorial design with three within-subjects factors:
axis (yaw, pitch, and roll), direction (positive and negative),(3) and viewpoint (08, 158, 308,
458, 608, and 758). There was one between-subjects factor: stimulus presentation order in
the sequential matching task (ie stimulus presentation at encoding and test). One group
was shown a face at 08 at encoding followed by a face presented at any of the 31 possible
viewpoints at test (face 1 at 08); the second group was shown a face presented at any
of the 31 possible viewpoints at encoding followed by a face at 08 at test (face 2 at 08).
2.1.2 Participants. Seventy undergraduate Psychology students attending the University
of Wollongong participated in the experiment in return for course credit. There was an equal
number of participants in each group (ie thirty-five per group). The participants were made
up of seventeen males and fifty-three females, and each group had similar numbers of males
and females (group 1: nine males and twenty-six females; group 2: eight males and twentyseven females). The average age of participants was 20.5 years (age range: 18 ^ 43 years).
All participants were tested individually, had normal or corrected-to-normal vision, and
none was familiar with the faces used as stimuli.
2.1.3 Stimuli. Stimuli were taken from a database of high-quality digital face images
(see Favelle et al 2007). The stimuli consisted of 9 Caucasian female faces. Faces portrayed
a neutral expression, and any distinctive features (such as moles or blemishes) as well
as hair were removed. Faces were illuminated by four directional light sources located
1 m in front of the model (just above and to the left, just above and to the right, just
below and to the left, and just below and to the right of the face) (4) and an ambient
light source located directly above. Lighting was held constant across all viewpoints.
In addition to a full-face (08) view, each face was presented from 10 different viewpoints rotated 158, 308, 458, 608, and 758 either side of 08 about one of three different
axes (see figure 2). In the case of yaw camera rotations, faces were presented at
rotations to the left or to the right of 08. Since the face images were of real people
and captured with a digital camera mounted on a semi-circular frame (see Favelle et al
2007), to minimise noise (eg slight variations in camera angle or model expression)
(3) Depending

on the axis, positive/negative will refer to either left/right (yaw and roll) or up/down
(pitch).
(4) The two lights located just above the face were oriented horizontally (ie at 908 to gravity), whereas
the lights located just below the face were oriented 458 below the horizontal.
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the leftwards yaw stimuli were created as mirror images of the original rightwards
yaw stimuli. In the case of pitch camera rotations, faces were shown either above 08
(pitch-up) or below 08 (pitch-down). The images used for roll axis camera rotations were
created by rotating the full-face (08) images left and right. In total there were 31 different viewpoints generated for each face: full-face 08, left and right yaw viewpoints of
158 ^ 758, pitch-up and pitch-down viewpoints of 158 ^ 758, and left and right roll viewpoints of 158 ^ 758. These 31 different image manipulations were created for each of the
9 face models. Overall there were 279 images created for the experimental task.
All images were viewed in the centre of the computer screen against a white background. The on-screen height of 08 faces was approximately 16 cm, which with an
on-screen width of 10 cm, meant that they subtended a visual area of 14.7 deg619.2 deg.
Following yaw rotations, the height of the face image remained constant, but the face
width increased as the viewpoint was rotated further away from 08. For pitch camera
rotations the face width remained constant, but the face height decreased as the viewpoint was rotated further away from 08 (for both pitch-up and pitch-down conditions).
The smallest image for the camera pitch-up condition was at a viewpoint of 758,
which was 12 cm high and subtended a visual area of 11 deg69.2 deg. The rectangular
patterned mask used in the experiment subtended a visual area of 18 deg622 deg and
was composed of various elements taken from the stimuli used in the task.
2.1.4 Apparatus. Full-colour images were presented to participants on a 48 cm flat-screen
monitor with a resolution of 10246768 pixels. Trials were run on a Macintosh G4 computer
and RSVP experimental software (version 4.0.5; www.tarrlab.org) guided the trial sequence.
Responses were made by key presses on a keyboard placed in front of the participant.
2.1.5 Procedure. The task was a masked sequential-matching task. Participants were
randomly assigned to one of two groups. Those in group 1 were presented with a face
viewed at 08 as face 1 in the task (face 2 was a face presented at any of the 31 possible viewpoints). Those in group 2 were presented with any of the 31 possible viewpoints
as face 1 (face 2 was a face viewed at 08). Participants were first verbally instructed how
to complete the task, with emphasis placed on both speed and accuracy in responding.
Written instructions on how to complete the task were also provided on the computer
screen. After reading the instructions, participants completed 14 practice trials to
familiarise themselves with the task. Stimuli used in the practice trials were different
(ie generated from a different set of face models) from the stimuli used in the task.
After the practice trials, participants could ask questions about the procedure, should
they have any, before continuing with the experiment.
The task consisted of 558 experimental trials (31 viewpoints69 identities each for
same and different trials).(5) In half of the trials the two faces presented were the same,
regardless of viewpoint (same trials). In the other half of trials the two faces were different;
the different face was randomly selected from the remaining 8 faces (different trials).
Trial type was presented in random order. Participants were given 8 self-timed rest
periods spaced equally throughout the experiment. The experiment lasted approximately
45 min.
Each trial began with a fixation cross displayed for 500 ms. This was followed by
the presentation of face 1 for 250 ms. Then the mask was presented for 500 ms. Face 2
was then presented for 250 ms, followed by a second presentation of the mask for 500 ms.
(5) While participants were not familiar with any of the faces before testing, it is possible that with
only 9 different identities, some learning may have occurred over the course of the experiment.
This possible learning was not of particular concern, since becoming familiar with these faces
would not have advantaged one condition over another (the axis and degree of face rotation were
fully randomised). Indeed, Favelle et al (2007) demonstrated significant differences in performance
following yaw and pitch rotations using the same set of faces in a learning task.
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Following the second mask the screen remained blank for 2 s or until a response was
made by the participant. If a response was not made within this time, the trial ended
(ie `timed-out'). The interval between trials was 1 s. Participants were required to respond
by pressing clearly labelled ``same'' and ``different'' keys on a keyboard depending on
whether they judged face 1 and face 2 to be the same face or two different faces.
2.2 Results
Participants' responses were converted into hit (H) and false alarm (FA) rates, where a
hit was a correct ``same'' response to a face during the test phase, and a false alarm was
an incorrect ``same'' response to a ``different'' face during the test phase. These H and
FA rates were converted into z-scores and then used to calculate d 0 (see Macmillan
and Creelman 2005). The reaction-time data were based only on participants' correct
responses to same trials. Trials that timed-out were not included in the analysis (timedout trials accounted for 0.9% of total trials). Mean sensitivity (d 0 ) and reaction-time
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Figure 3. Mean recognition sensitivities (a) and mean reaction times (b) as a function of the
presentation order and the type of camera rotation. Encoding face at 08 is represented by `1'
and test face at 08 is represented by `2'. Rotation could vary in terms of the inclination
(08 ^ 758), axis (yaw, pitch, or roll), and direction (=ÿ of the rotation). Left/down viewpoint
directions are indicated by a negative sign and right/up viewpoint directions are indicated by a
positive sign. Error bars represent 1 SEM.
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scores were analysed in separate 2 (presentation order: encoding face shown at 08; test
face shown at 08)63 (axis: yaw, pitch, roll)62 (direction: positive, negative)65 (viewpoint: 158, 308, 458, 608, 758) split-plot ANOVAs where the between-subjects factor was
encoding versus test face shown at 08. The a level was 0.05. All a-posteriori comparisons
were Bonferroni-adjusted pairwise comparisons.
2.2.1 Comparison of the encoding face at 08 and the test face at 08. The ANOVA conducted
on the sensitivity data revealed no effect of presentation order (F 5 1, p  0:79ösee
figure 3a). Further, presentation order did not interact with any of the other factors (all
Fs 5 1:5, p 4 0:2) except viewpoint (F4, 272  2:58, p  0:04, MSE  4:16, Zp2  0:04).
A-posteriori comparisons showed no significant difference between the two levels of
presentation order at any of the viewpoints (all ps 4 0:08). Thus, the presentation
order by viewpoint interaction appears to be based on the smaller overall viewpoint
effect found for the encoding face at 08 group compared to the test face at 08 group.
The analysis of reaction-time data revealed no effect of the presentation order
(F  1:05, p  0:31ösee figure 3b). There was a significant interaction between presentation order and axis (F2, 136  6:5, p 5 0:01, MSE  100 808, Zp2  0:11) based on
slower reaction times for pitch rotations in the encoding face at 08 group, and between
presentation order, direction, and viewpoint (F2, 136  2:56, p  0:04, MSE  19 255,
Zp2  0:14). Presentation order did not interact with any of the other factors (all
Fs 5 1, p 4 0:1).
Overall, these results demonstrated a minimal effect of whether the face shown
at encoding was a 08 view or not. Because presentation order interacted with some
(although, admittedly, very few) factors, we analysed the data for each level of this
between-subjects factor separately. That is, mean sensitivity (d 0 ) and reaction-time
scores were analysed in separate 3 (axis: yaw, pitch, roll)62 (direction: positive, negative)65 (viewpoint: 158, 308, 458, 608, 758) repeated-measures ANOVAs for each level
of the between-subjects factor.
2.2.2 Encoding face shown at 08. As can be seen in figure 4, sensitivity to matching
faces when the encoding face is shown at 08 varies with the axis of rotation and is
viewpoint-dependent. The ANOVA conducted on sensitivity data revealed a main effect
of axis (F2, 68  121:39, p 5 0:001, MSE  2:08, Zp2  0:78) and viewpoint (F4, 136  9:70,
p 5 0:001, MSE  1:55, Zp2  0:22). Simple contrasts show that: (i) recognition following
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Figure 4. Mean recognition sensitivity for yaw, pitch, and roll axes for both left/right and up/down
directions for the encoding face at 08 condition. Error bars represent 1 SEM.
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roll camera rotation was more accurate than following yaw and pitch camera rotations
( p 5 0:001), and (ii) recognition following yaw camera rotation was more accurate
than following pitch camera rotation ( p 5 0:001). There was no main effect of direction (F 5 1, p  0:68); however, there was an interaction between axis and direction
(F2, 68  5:76, p  0:001, MSE  1:64, Zp2  0:15). This interaction appeared to be
caused by performance differences in response to pitch-up and pitch-down camera
rotations. A-posteriori comparisons demonstrated that directional differences were
only significant after pitch camera rotations, with pitch-down rotations demonstrating
better recognition accuracy than pitch-up rotations ( p 5 0:05). No other interactions
were significant (all Fs 5 1:5, p 4 0:17).
The patterns found in the analysis of the reaction-time data reflect those found
for the sensitivity data (see figure 5). The ANOVA revealed a main effect of axis
(F2, 68  68:02, p 5 0:001, MSE  1 970 996, Zp2  0:67) and viewpoint (F4, 136  8:08,
p 5 0:001, MSE  91 955, Zp2  0:19). Simple contrasts show that face recognition
reaction-time following roll camera rotation was significantly faster than following
yaw camera and pitch camera rotation and that recognition reaction time following yaw
camera rotation was faster than following pitch camera rotation (both ps 5 0:001).
There was no main effect of direction of rotation (F2, 68  2:9, p  0:1). However, there
was an interaction between axis and direction (F2, 68  7:33, p  0:002, MSE  53 668,
Zp2  0:18). A-posteriori comparisons showed that recognition following pitch-down
rotation was significantly faster than at pitch-up rotation ( p 5 0:05), but no directional
differences were found for the yaw or roll axes ( p  0:10 and p  0:36, respectively).
No other interactions were significant (all Fs 5 1:9, p 4 0:12).
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Figure 5. Mean reaction time for yaw, pitch, and roll axes for both left/right and up/down directions
for the encoding face at 08 condition. Error bars represent 1 SEM.

2.2.3 Test face shown at 08. The sensitivity data for the condition in which the test
face was always shown at 08 is shown in figure 6. The ANOVA conducted on these
data revealed significant main effects of axis (F2, 68  130:69, p 5 0:001, MSE  2:13,
Zp2  0:79) and viewpoint (F4, 136  24:38, p 5 0:001, MSE  1:68, Zp2  0:42). Simple
contrasts show that: (i) face-recognition accuracy following roll camera rotation was
significantly greater than for yaw and pitch camera rotations; an (ii) face recognition
following yaw camera rotation was more accurate than that following pitch camera
rotation (both ps 5 0:001). There was no main effect of direction (F2, 68  2:3,
p  0:14), nor interaction between direction and viewpoint (F  1:63, p  0:17); however,
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Figure 6. Mean recognition sensitivity for yaw, pitch, and roll axes for both left/right and up/down
directions for the test face at 08 condition. Error bars represent one 1 SEM.

there was a significant interaction between axis and direction (F2, 68  4:17, p 5 0:05,
MSE  0:17, Zp2  0:11). The interaction between axis and direction again appeared to be
driven by differences in responding to pitch-up and pitch-down rotations. A-posteriori
comparisons showed that face-recognition accuracy was superior after pitch-down, as
opposed to pitch-up, camera rotation ( p 5 0:01), but no directional differences were
found for the yaw or roll axes (both ps 4 0:17). There was also an interaction between
axis and viewpoint (F8, 272  4:07, p 5 0:001, MSE  1:59, Zp2  0:11). While a-posteriori
comparisons showed viewpoint-dependent performance for yaw, pitch, and roll, the
interaction between axis and viewpoint appeared to be based on the relatively smaller
viewpoint effect found for the roll axis compared to pitch and yaw.
A significant three-way interaction was found between axis, direction, and viewpoint
(F8, 272  2:24, p 5 0:05, MSE  1:30, Zp2  0:06). Referring to figure 6, it appears that
this interaction was caused by the finding that, while there were no directional differences for either the roll or yaw axes, the difference between pitch-up and pitch-down
rotations did not manifest itself until the 458 viewpoint.
Analysis of the reaction-time data again revealed a similar pattern of results to that
of the sensitivity data (see figure 7). The ANOVA revealed significant main effects of
axis (F2, 68  34:25, p 5 0:001, MSE  518 007, Zp2  0:50) and viewpoint (F4, 136  10:02,
p 5 0:001, MSE  100 469, Zp2  0:23), but not direction (F  3:0, p  0:10). Simple
contrasts showed that face recognition was significantly faster following roll-camera
rotation than for equivalent yaw and pitch camera rotations, and that face recognition was faster following yaw camera rotation than for pitch camera rotation
(both ps 5 0:001). Significant interactions were found between axis and direction
(F2, 68  4:50, p 5 0:05, MSE  24 406, Zp2  0:12), between axis and viewpoint
(F8, 272  4:20, p  0:001, MSE  54 281, Zp2  0:11), and between direction and viewpoint (F4, 136  3:10, p  0:025, MSE  27 229, Zp2  0:08). The three-way interaction
was not significant (F  1:9, p  0:07). The interaction between axis and direction
appeared to be driven by the difference between pitch-up and pitch-down rotations.
A-posteriori comparisons showed that face reaction time following pitch-down camera
rotation was greater than following pitch-down camera rotation ( p 5 0:01), but no directional differences were found for the yaw or roll axes (both ps 4 0:60). A-posteriori
comparisons of the interaction between axis and viewpoint show viewpoint-dependent
performance for the pitch and roll axes but only a marginal effect of viewpoint for yaw.
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Figure 7. Mean reaction times for yaw, pitch, and roll axes for both left/right and up/down directions
for the test face at 08 condition. Error bars represent 1 SEM.

The interaction between direction and viewpoint was most likely due to the relatively
large increase in reaction time at the 608 and 758 viewpoints in the pitch-up direction
(refer to figure 6). A-posteriori comparisons showed no directional differences for 158,
308, or 458 (all ps 4 0:05), but for viewpoints 608 and 758 reaction time was significantly slower for the right/down direction (both ps 5 0:05).
2.3 Discussion
The results of experiment 1 demonstrated a viewpoint-dependent decline in face recognition following camera rotations about each of the yaw, pitch, and roll axes. As
predicted, the level of viewpoint-dependence varied depending on the axis of camera
rotation. Overall, the best face recognition was found after camera rotations about
the roll axis, followed by camera rotations about the yaw axis, with the worst performance found for camera rotations about the pitch axis. The results support previous
findings that face recognition is more accurate and faster for yaw than for pitch rotations (Favelle et al 2007; Liu et al 2005; Wallraven et al 2002) and that recognition
after pitch-down camera rotations is faster and more accurate than after pitch-up
camera rotations (Favelle et al 2007; Liu et al 2005, experiment 3). As expected, no
directional differences were found between either left and right yaw rotations or left
and right roll rotations. Taken together, the current findings are consistent with the
proposal that face recognition is determined by the axis of rotation and the amount
of specific face information that is available or retained when the observer changes
his/her viewpoint.
We found viewpoint-dependent performance irrespective of whether the full face
was shown in the encoding or test phase. The choice of encoding view was shown to
have a modest effect on face recognitionöthere were smaller overall viewpoint costs
when the encoding face was shown at 08. This result appears contrary to the findings
of Troje and Bu«lthoff (1996), but in line with others (eg Liu et al 1999; Valentin
et al 1999). Our finding suggests that recognition performance is not based solely on
the view shown at encoding, but rather it is the relationship between encoding and
test views and the information available for generalisation across views (ie extracted
and utilised from multiple views) that are of most importance. There was an overall
shift towards slower reaction times when the encoding face was shown at 08, particularly for pitch rotations. Since there was no similar effect on sensitivity, this could
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represent a general increase in the time taken to utilise information from a full-face
view so as to recognise a face from a different viewpoint (rather than a difference in the
quality of the information available from a full-face view). In the future, this possibility
could be investigated with an experimental design similar to that of Troje and Bu«lthoff
(1996), where different views are compared at both encoding and test (as opposed to
keeping either the encoding or test face view constant as in the current study).
The superior face-recognition performance following roll camera rotation suggests
that it is not just angular difference between views, but the greater loss in terms of the
available face information that is responsible for the reduced performance following
yaw and pitch camera rotations. It has been previously shown that configural and
featural information are both preserved after roll face rotations of up to 758 (Lewis
2001; Lewis and Glenister 2003; Murray et al 2000). This suggests that any decrement in face recognition following yaw and pitch camera rotations (relative to roll)
must be at least partially due to the loss of one or both types of face information.
In experiment 2 we directly investigated the contribution of configural and featural
face information to these axis-of-rotation-based viewpoint effects. Using face-image
scrambling and blurring, we directly manipulated the availability of both of these types
of information following camera rotations about all three axes.
3 Experiment 2
Recent research by McKone (2008) suggests that, while feature-based face processing
is affected by changes in view, configural-based face processing is not. McKone has
argued that: (i) view effects are driven by featural processing, and (ii) one of the roles
of configural processing is to allow reliable identification in situations where key local
information is not available. But while McKone's (2008) findings suggest that configural processing is not affected by yaw rotations, it is unclear whether it is affected by
pitch rotations or acute roll rotations (08 ^ 758).
In experiment 2, we examined the specific roles that configural and featural information play in face recognition following yaw, pitch, and roll camera rotations. We
used a technique similar to that reported by Schwaninger et al (2002), in which face
images were either scrambled or blurred (also see Hayward et al 2008; Lobmaier
and Mast 2007). While this is not an absolute manipulation of configural and featural
information, it does place a strong, selective emphasis on the two different types
of information. In the scrambled condition, components of the face were cut out and
re-arranged. Since this primarily disrupts configural (and holistic) information, in this
case faces must be recognised primarily on the basis of their featural information. In
the blurred condition, a low-pass filter was applied to intact faces. While this removes
much of the fine detail required for featural processing, it leaves first-order and secondorder configural information for face recognition. We applied this technique to 08, 458,
and 758 rotated face images about the yaw, pitch, and roll axes. The images were used in
a sequential-matching task similar to that used in experiment 1.
Schwaninger et al (2002) used an old/new face recognition task and found better
performance for blurred than scrambled faces, regardless of whether the faces were
familiar or unfamiliar. Hayward et al (2008) found a similar pattern of results in ownrace and other-race face recognition. In contrast, Lobmaier and Mast (2007) used a
sequential-matching task with longer stimulus presentation times (1000 ms compared to
the 250 ms used in the current study) and found that accuracy for matching unfamiliar
scrambled faces to intact faces was greater than for matching unfamiliar blurred faces
to intact faces. When faces were familiar, there was no difference between scrambled
and blurred conditions in terms of matching accuracy. Thus, while the Schwaninger
et al (2002) and Hayward et al (2008) studies suggest that configural information is
predominant in both familiar-face and unfamiliar-face recognition, there is some evidence
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that for unfamiliar faces featural processing may play a relatively larger role than
configural processing. Since we are investigating unfamiliar-face recognition in a matching task, we might expect a pattern of results similar to Lobmaier and Mast's (2007).
However, since it is widely held that configural information is key to face recognition,
we might expect that performance in matching blurred to intact faces will be better
than in matching scrambled to intact faces. Whatever the pattern of results, how it
holds up over changes in viewpoint is unclear. McKone (2008) found evidence that
configural (but not featural) processing is insensitive to changes in yaw viewpoint.
Thus, in the current experiment we might expect that, for yaw camera rotations, blurred
faces will show little to no effect of view with scrambled faces showing viewpointdependence. If configural processing is insensitive to view irrespective of the axis of
rotation, then we would expect this pattern to be replicated for the pitch and roll axes.
However, if pitch camera rotations produced the greatest viewpoint-dependent declines
in face recognition in experiment 1 because they caused the greatest disruption to
configural processing, then the blurred-face stimuli should show a sensitivity to view
(as this manipulation leaves configural information relatively intact). Alternatively, if
the differential effects of yaw, pitch, and roll camera rotations on face recognition in
experiment 1 were caused by different rates of loss of featural information (McKone
2008), then we would expect these view effects to persist with scrambled faces, but not
with blurred faces.
3.1 Method
3.1.1 Design. The design was a mixed factorial design with three within-subjects factors:
axis (yaw, pitch, and roll), direction (positive and negative) (6) and viewpoint (08, 458, and
758). There was one between-subjects factor: image distortion (scrambled, blurred, or
scrambled-blurred).
3.1.2 Participants. Sixty-six undergraduate Psychology students attending the University
of Wollongong participated in the experiment in return for course credit. There was
an equal number of participants in each group (ie twenty-two per group). The participants were made up of twenty males and forty-four females (two participants did not
enter sex information), and each group had similar numbers of males and females
(blur group: five males, fifteen females, and two no response; scramble group: six
males and sixteen females; scramble and blur group: nine males and thirteen females).
The average age of participants was 21.9 years (age range: 17 ^ 52 years, one participant
did not enter age information). All participants had normal or corrected-to-normal
vision and none was familiar with the faces used as stimuli.
3.1.3 Stimuli. Stimuli were created using a subset of the images from experiment 1
(only the 08, 458, and 758 views in both directions and about all three axes). The neck
and under-chin areas were removed from all images where present (since this is not
a feature of the face). For each of the 9 faces, there were 13 views. All faces were
processed with Adobe Photoshop. Scrambled faces were created by cutting each of the
13 intact views into components using the polygonal lasso tool with a 2 pixel feather.
The number of components differed depending on the amount of the face visible due
to view. 08, 458, and 758 views in either direction about the roll axis were each cut
into 7 components (mouth and chin, nose, eyes, cheeks, and forehead). 458 views in
either direction about the yaw axis were cut into 6 components (mouth and chin, nose,
eyes, cheek, and forehead) and 758 views in either direction about the yaw axis were
cut into 5 components (mouth and chin, nose, eye, cheek, and forehead). 458 views in
either direction about the pitch axis were cut into 7 components (mouth and chin,
(6) Depending on the axis of camera rotation, positive/negative will refer to either left/right (yaw
and roll) or up/down (pitch).
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nose, eyes, cheeks, and forehead), 758 views about the pitch-up camera axis were cut
into 6 components (mouth and chin, nose, eyes, and cheeks), and 758 views about
the pitch-down camera axis were cut into 4 components (nose, eyes, and forehead).
Three different scrambling versions for each view were used and appeared randomly.
Each version was arranged such that natural relations to neighouring components
were disrupted. The components were distributed such that the image size of the
scrambled faces were only slightly larger than that of the intact faces (see figure 8a).
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Figure 8. [In colour online.] Sample stimuli for
the (a) scrambled, (b) blurred, and (c) scrambledblurred conditions for both left/down (indicated
by a negative sign) and right/up (indicated by
a positive sign) directions.

The blurred faces were created by the same technique as that used by Hayward
et al (2008), by taking each of the 13 views and repeatedly applying a Gaussian filter
(see figure 8b). The filter had a radius of 3 pixels and a standard deviation of 3 pixels,
and was applied four times. With an average stimulus width of 10 cm and a viewing
distance of 40 cm, the blurring cut off spatial frequencies above 21 cycles per face
width or 1.4 cycles per visual degree. Scrambled-blurred faces were made in the same
way as the blurred faces, but were based on the scrambled faces rather than the intact
faces (see figure 8c). The spatial arrangement of each scrambled-blurred face was
matched to its scrambled face complement. In total, there were 360 images created for
the experiment (9 intact, full-spectrum faces; and 117 each of scrambled, blurred, and
scrambled-blurred faces).
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All images were viewed in the centre of the computer screen against a white background. The on-screen height of 08 faces was approximately 16 cm with a width of 10 cm,
which produced a visual area of 14.7 deg619.2 deg. The rectangular patterned mask
used in the experiment subtended a visual area of 18 deg622 deg and was composed of
various elements taken from the stimuli used in the task.
3.1.4 Apparatus. Full-colour images were presented to participants on a 48 cm flat-screen
monitor with a resolution of 10246768 pixels. Trials were run on a Macintosh G4
computer and RSVP experimental software (version 4.0.5; www.tarrlab.org) guided the
trial sequence. Responses were made by key presses on a keyboard placed in front of
the participant.
3.1.5 Procedure. Participants completed the experiment in a dimly lit room in undisturbed
conditions. Participants were randomly assigned to one of three groups. Each group was
tested in one experimental condition: scrambled, blurred, or scrambled-blurred. The task
was a sequential-matching task in which face 1 was presented first followed by a mask,
and then face 2 was presented followed by the mask again. Face 1 was always presented in
a full-face view (08), intact, and in the full spatial spectrum. Face 2 was presented
scrambled, blurred, or scrambled-blurred (depending on group membership) and at any
one of the 13 possible viewpoints. Participants were first verbally instructed how to
complete the task, with emphasis placed on both speed and accuracy in responding.
Written instructions how to complete the task were also provided on the computer
screen. After reading the instructions, participants completed 14 practice trials to familiarise themselves with the task. Stimuli used in the practice trials were different from
the stimuli used in the task. After the practice trials, participants were given a chance
to ask any questions about the procedure before continuing on with the experiment.
The task consisted of 234 experimental trials (13 viewpoints69 identities, each for
``same'' and ``different'' trials). In half of the trials the two faces presented were the
same, regardless of viewpoint or image distortion (same trials). In the other half of
trials the two faces were different; the different face was randomly selected from the
remaining 8 faces (different trials). Trial type was presented in random order. Participants were given 5 self-timed rest periods spaced equally throughout the experiment.
The experiment lasted approximately 25 min. The trial sequence was identical to that
in experiment 1.
3.2 Results
Data analysis was conducted on d 0 and reaction time (these reaction-time data were
based only on participants' correct responses to same trials). Trials that timed-out
were not included in the analysis (timed-out trials accounted for 0.01% of total trials).
Viewpoint costs (collapsed across direction) were analysed using difference scores in
both sensitivity and reaction time between 08 and 458 views and between 458 and
758 views as a measure of performance. As expected, performance was worse in the
scrambled-blurred group compared to both the blurred-only group and scrambledonly group. Planned t-tests on the data for this scrambled-blurred group showed
that: (i) yaw ÿ458, 758; pitch ÿ758, ÿ458, 458; and roll ÿ758, ÿ458 were not different from chance (all ts 5 1:7); (ii) yaw ÿ758 and pitch 758 were significantly below
chance (both ts 5 ÿ2:2, p 5 0:05); and (iii) 08, yaw 458, and roll 458, 758 were
just above chance (all ts 4 3:0, p 5 0:05). The remaining analysis only investigated
the critical comparisons between the blurred group and scrambled group. Two separate
3 axis (yaw, pitch, and roll)62 view difference (08 ^ 458, 458 ^ 758)62 image alteration
(blur and scramble, between subjects) mixed-design ANOVAs were conducted on the
d 0 and reaction-time data. The a level was 0.05. All a-posteriori comparisons were
Bonferroni-adjusted pairwise comparisons.
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3.2.1 Signal detection analysis. The sensitivity results are shown in figure 9. Analysis of
the d 0 data showed better performance in the blurred condition than the scrambled
condition at 08 rotation (t42  6:95, p 5 0:001), replicating the findings of Schwaninger
et al (2002) and not those of Lobmaier and Mast (2007). On the basis of the results
of experiment 1 and Favelle et al (2007) we expected performance to be better for pitchdown than pitch-up camera rotations. Planned t-tests showed sensitivity to be greater
for pitch-down (M  1:18, SEM  0:17) than pitch-up (M  0:75, SEM  0:15) rotations at 458 (t21  1:87, p 5 0:05) but not at 758 (t  0:5, p 4 0:3) in the blurred face
condition (Mpitch down  0:09, SEMpitch down  0:15; Mpitch up  ÿ0:03, SEMpitch up  0:16).
There were no significant differences between pitch-down and pitch-up rotations at
either 458 or 758 in the scrambled-face condition (both ts 5 0:85, p 4 0:2).(7)
2.5

yaw
pitch
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Figure 9. Mean recognition sensitivity (d 0 ) for viewpoint differences in the blurred (a) and
scrambled (b) conditions as a function of axis. Error bars represent 1 SEM.

The mixed-design ANOVA showed main effects of image alteration (F1, 42  29:11,
p 5 0:01, MSE  1:05, Zp2  0:41), axis (F2, 84  61:0, p 5 0:01, MSE  0:19, Zp2  0:59),
and viewpoint differences (F1, 42  24:99, p 5 0:01, MSE  1:27, Zp2  0:37). Viewpoint
costs were: (i) greater for blurred than for scrambled images, and (ii) greater between
08 and 458 views than between 458 and 758 views. A-posteriori comparisons showed
that viewpoint costs were significantly different for the three axes (all ps 5 0:01), with
the greatest view costs found for pitch, followed by yaw and then roll camera rotations. The between-subjects factor, image alteration, interacted with both rotation axis
(F2, 84  9:78, p 5 0:01, MSE  0:16, Zp2  0:19) and view difference (F1, 42  12:35,
p 5 0:01, MSE  1:27, Zp2  0:23). A-posteriori comparisons showed that the difference between the rotation axes depended on the type of image alteration. For blurred
images, the viewpoint costs were significantly different for all axes (all ps 5 0:01),
with the greatest view costs for pitch, followed by yaw, and then roll camera rotations. For scrambled images, there was no difference in cost between pitch and yaw
camera rotations ( p  0:42), and both of these were greater than the cost for roll camera
rotations (both ps 5 0:01). The interaction between image alteration and view difference was based on the 08 to 458 cost being greater for blurred than scrambled images
( p 5 0:01), with there being no difference in the 458 to 758 cost between blurred and
(7) While

sensitivity was not different from chance following 758 pitch-down or pitch-up rotations
of blurred or scrambled faces (all ts 5 0:9, p 4 0:39), the proportions of correct responses following 758 pitch-down and pitch-up rotations of blurred faces (0.61 and 0.60, respectively) were both
above chance (both ts 4 2:4, p 5 0:05).
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scrambled images ( p  0:13). Further, for blurred images, the 08 to 458 cost was
greater than the 458 to 758 cost ( p 5 0:01), suggesting an uneven decline in performance. For scrambled images, the decline appeared more steady with the 08 to 458
cost not different from the 458 to 758 cost ( p  0:3).
3.2.2 Reaction-time analysis. Figure 10 shows the reaction times as a function of the
viewpoint differences for experiment 2. Analysis of the reaction-time data showed
faster reaction times in the blurred condition than in the scrambled condition for the
08 full-face view (t42  2:2, p 5 0:05). The mixed-design ANOVA showed a main effect
of camera rotation axis only (F2, 84  24:1, p 5 0:01, MSE  84 454, Zp2  0:37). No
other main effects or interactions were significant. A-posteriori comparisons reflected
the pattern in the d 0 data: viewpoint costs were significantly different for all axes
(all ps 5 0:01) with the greatest view costs for pitch, followed by yaw, and then roll
camera rotations. While the reaction-time data are somewhat noisy, these results suggest
that the effects observed for sensitivity are not due to a speed-accuracy trade-off.
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Figure 10. Mean reaction time for viewpoint differences in the blurred (a) and scrambled (b)
conditions as a function of axis. Error bars represent 1 SEM.

4 General discussion
This study was the first to directly compare recognition performance for faces viewed
following (camera) rotation about the yaw, pitch, and roll axes. In experiment 1,
viewpoint-dependent declines in face recognition were observed following camera rotations about all three axes. Viewpoint costs were greatest for pitch camera rotations,
less for yaw camera rotations, and smallest for roll camera rotations. The only directional difference found was for pitch camera rotationsöface recognition was less
sensitive after pitch-up than after pitch-down camera rotations (left and right rotations
were not significantly different for either roll or yaw). While the results of experiment 1
replicate those of Favelle et al (2007), our aim with experiment 2 was to determine
whether there was critical information required to support face recognition across
viewpoint changes in all three-dimensional axes. We proposed that differences in face
recognition following yaw, pitch, and roll camera rotations could be explained by
taking into account both the degree of feature occlusion and the amount of disruption
to configural information following camera rotation in each case. For example, it was
proposed that face recognition was best following roll camera rotations because,
unlike rotations about the other two axes, they did not occlude any facial features and
generated little or no disruption to the available configural information.
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We tested the above-mentioned proposal in experiment 2 using the scrambledblurred paradigm. We found that recognition performance was better overall for blurred
(or feature-information degraded) faces than for scrambled (or configuration degraded)
faces (Hayward et al 2008; Schwaninger et al 2002), which supports the widely reported
predominance of configural processing in face recognition (Diamond and Carey 1986;
Maurer et al 2002; Robbins and McKone 2007; Searcy and Bartlett 1996; Tanaka
and Farah 1993). Results also revealed large viewpoint-dependent declines in blurredface recognition following camera rotations about the yaw, pitch, and roll axes. Since
the recognition of these blurred faces was based primarily on configural information,
this shows that there were significant losses in configural information following rotations about all three axes. Specifically, pitch camera rotations appeared to result in
greater costs to configural processing than yaw camera rotations, and roll camera
rotations appeared to result in the smallest cost to configural processing.
Compared to blurred-face recognition, we found comparatively smaller viewpointdependent declines in scrambled-face recognition. Since the recognition of these scrambled
faces was based primarily on featural information, the results showed that there were
significant losses in this type of information following pitch and yaw camera rotations.
While the magnitude of this decline in featural information processing was similar
for pitch and yaw camera rotations, roll camera rotations appeared to produce little
to no viewpoint-dependent decline. Performance was above chance in all scrambled
conditions, except for 758 pitch camera rotations, suggesting that featural processing
does play a role in face recognition following roll and yaw rotations, but not following extreme rotations in pitch. That is, when available, featural information can be and
is used to recognise faces (Schwaninger et al 2002).
Taken together, these patterns of viewpoint decline for blurred and scrambled
faces suggest that, while face recognition relies more heavily on configural processing
(compared to featural processing), configural processing may actually be more prone
to viewpoint-dependent declines following rotation about all three axes. This finding
may not be surprising, since configural processing requires a more holistic representation of the face. That is, the front view of a face may be a canonical view for
configural processing (since all major features are available) which is likely to be
degraded by rotation when `face' information and features are lost. Featural processing, on the other hand, can be done on the basis of individual features and so is
more robust to rotation, at least when a subset of the features is still visible. At first
glance, these results appear to contradict the findings of McKone (2008), who found
that configural processing was insensitive to changes in yaw axis views. However, task
differences between the two studies may account for the apparently discrepant effects
of yaw rotation on configural processing. First, McKone employed a much stricter
technique to isolate configural processing (eg the composite task). In the current
study, a blurring manipulation was used to examine configural processing. While this
manipulation should have at least severely limited the accessibility of featural information, some residual featural information (such as colour and skin tone) probably
remained in these stimuli. Further research using stricter techniques to isolate configural information in faces rotated about all three axes would resolve this issue.
Perhaps a more critical task difference is that McKone (2008) used a task in which
participants were trained to reliably learn faces (top-halves only) as opposed to sequential matching of unfamiliar faces used in the current study. McKone found very low
(less than 9%) naming error rates across all views (08, 458, and 908), whereas we found
a viewpoint-dependent decline in matching sensitivity from 08 to 758. That is, McKone
(2008) tested configural information processing across different yaw rotations of familiar faces, whereas we investigated here the extent to which configural information
processing is available for unfamiliar faces across different view rotations. We argue that
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our findings are compatible with McKone's (2008) since our results also suggest that
configural information is critical for successful recognition of faces across changes in view.
Indeed the two studies taken together seem to suggest that learning configural information across views is critical for learning faces. How it is that we learn to extract and/or
process configural information across changes in view is unclear. It is possible that
upright faces are encoded as three-dimensional models and so are responsive to all
rotated views of a face. However, given that unfamiliar-face recognition is viewpointdependent and that the current results suggest that both configural and featural
information is susceptible to changes in viewpoint, this option seems unlikely. It may be
that the descriptions of the changes to configural information are also view-specific
or that we encode the configurations of facial features at multiple viewpoints. Lobmaier
and Mast (2007) have shown that configural information plays a larger role in familiarface than in unfamiliar-face recognition. It may be that learning to encode configural
information from different views of a face is an initial part of the face familiarisation
process, leading to the robust and viewpoint-invariant recognition performance often
found with familiar faces. At any rate, how our use of configural cues across viewpoint
changes with increased familiarity with a face may provide important insights into the
familiarisation process itself and is certainly worthy of future research.
Findings from experiment 1 and Favelle et al (2007) showed better face-recognition
performance for yaw than for pitch camera rotations. The results of experiment 2
suggest that, while the loss of featural information plays a role, it is the greater disruption to configural processing following pitch camera rotation that is responsible for
these axis-based view differences in face recognition. Why might pitch rotations disrupt
configural processing to a greater degree than yaw? One explanation could be that
since configural processing requires a more holistic representation of the face, the fact
that pitch camera rotations result in greater foreshortening and occlusion of features
means that there is less `face' information available in order to extract configural
information. Another way in which pitch and yaw camera rotations might differ in the
degree of disruption to configural processing is in differential distortion to the vertical
(eg distance between the mouth and nose) and horizontal (eg interocular distance)
relations. Goffaux (2008) investigated the optimal spatial-frequency range for vertical
and horizontal spatial relations in face. She found that vertical relations were processed
best in intermediate spatial frequencies, which have been shown to carry information
useful for face individuation (Na«sa«nen 1999), whereas horizontal relations were processed
best in high spatial frequencies, which are involved in processing local features. All
vertical relations are dramatically distorted by pitch camera rotations, but by not yaw
camera rotations. Thus, our findings of a greater cost to face recognition following
pitch camera rotations may be due to face individuation relying more heavily on
vertical relations (which would have been available even in our blurred face stimuliö
which only cut off high spatial frequencies).
Findings from experiment 1 and Favelle et al (2007) also showed better face recognition performance after pitch-down than after pitch-up camera rotations. Experiment 2
showed better performance for pitch-down than pitch-up blurred faces at 458, but no
difference at 758. There was no difference between pitch-up and pitch-down in the
scrambled-faces condition. This suggests that more configural information is preserved
after pitch-down than after pitch-up camera rotations (at least up to 458), which in
turn leads to better face recognition. However, view familiarity could also explain the
directional differences in performance following pitch camera rotation. While pitchdown and pitch-up views are relatively common in everyday experience (eg nodding
heads or interactions between one person sitting and the other standing), as children
we are more exposed to pitch-down than pitch-up camera views. This extensive experience
may at least partially account for the better performance for these views. Physiological data
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show that there are face-selective cells that respond maximally to yaw-rotated views
with fewer cells responding to pitch views (Perrett et al 1985). Perrett and colleagues
(1998) proposed a mechanism whereby cells become tuned to a particular face view
via repeated exposure. Thus, people take longer to recognise familiar faces in unusual
orientations because the neural representation of the face is less strongly activated.
The present study has focused on the role of configural and featural information in
face-viewpoint effects. However, there are other factors that might be considered,
including visibility of specific facial features and face lighting (eg direction). While we
have manipulated the availability of overall featural information by image blurring
in experiment 2, there is still the possibility that the processing of specific features
plays an important role in recognising intact, full-spectrum faces. For example, many
studies have demonstrated the importance of eyes in face recognition (eg Davies et al
1977; Ellis et al 1979; Young et al 1985; Haig 1986). Looking at figure 2, much of the
eye information has disappeared at 458 pitch-up camera rotations, but in pitch-down
camera rotations there is at least partial eye information available at rotations of 758. This
could explain the poorer recognition performance for pitch-up compared to pitch-down
camera rotations. By contrast, yaw camera rotations only ever resulted in the (partial)
loss of information about one eye. Thus, the relatively better performance following
yaw camera rotations may be a consequence of more eye information being available.
In experiment 1, we directly compared the effects of roll, pitch, and yaw camera
rotations on face recognition, and found that performance was always best following
the roll camera rotations. This finding was further supported by the results of experiment 2, which showed that roll camera rotation was less disruptive to both configural
and featural processing than yaw and pitch camera rotations. It is possible that this
superior performance following roll camera rotations was at least partly a consequence
of the lighting conditions. The face images were created to simulate roll changes in
observer viewpoint and, as such, the lighting was held constant (faces were lit from
above the head). As a result, there was no change in the pattern of lighting across the
face following roll camera rotations. By contrast, there were noticeable changes in
the pattern of lighting following pitch and yaw camera rotations, which were actual
photographs of the same upright observer's face taken from different positions in
space (see figures 1 and 2). While these different lighting patterns were ecological
(consistent with viewpoint, as opposed to face, rotation), it is possible that this constant
face-centred pattern of lighting in roll rotation conditions was used as an additional cue
to recognition. However, since Favelle and Hill (2009) have recently demonstrated that
pitch and yaw head rotation effects are stronger than lighting rotation effects, we believe
it is unlikely that the particular lighting conditions used in our study had much influence
on the current pattern of results.
The present study is the first to examine the effects of yaw, pitch, and roll camera
rotations on face recognition. It also examined the specific effects of these three types
of rotation on configural and featural face processing. The range of viewpoints examined
in this study (08 ^ 758) was chosen to approximately reflect our everyday experience
with faces. Following roll, pitch, and yaw camera rotations within this range: (i) face
recognition was found to be viewpoint-dependent, and (ii) configural face processing was found to be superior to featural face processing. Configural face processing
was best after roll camera rotations, followed by yaw camera rotations, and was found
to be weakest for pitch camera rotations, pitch-up camera rotations in particular.
Featural face processing showed somewhat similar (but lesser) patterns of viewpointdependent decline following pitch and yaw (but not roll) camera rotations. These results
suggest that while both configural and featural processing is used to recognise faces
across different views, the use of configural processing (at least when sufficient `face' information is still available) is critical to accurate face recognition.
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